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Ojlkiou Flashlights High Lumens Rechargeable, Most Powerful
XHP50 LED Tactical Flashlight, Waterproof, Zoomable, Best
Camping Emergencies Bright Torch with USB & 26650 Battery
Included
$23.99 $24.99 SALE

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

👍 ULTRA POWERFUL AND EXTREMELY BRIGHT - Ojlkiou Rechargeable flashlight features XHP50 LED with high lumen upgraded convex lens, one of the

brightest USB tactical LED flashlights in the market. The brightness has increased by 25% and the illumination distance has increased by 50%. It provides you

a much wider field of view and brightness with more than 100000 hours light bulb lifetime to get bright and long shot light whenever you need.

👍 ADJUSTABLE ZOOM & 5 LIGHT MODES - The super bright high lumen flashlights allow you to select focus between spotlight and flood beam. It is an

ideal torch for work, outdoor activities, camping, hiking, biking and etc. Featuring adjustable zoom with 5 modes; High, Medium, Low beam, Strobe and SOS

for emergency controlled by one easy operating side switch.

👍 HEAVY DUTY & WATER RESISTANT - Its durable military grade alloy body built for rough handling. IP-X6-rated waterproof and specially designed for use

in heavy rain. And it also perfectly suitable for cold weather and snow, severe weather or an earthquake. The high lumens XHP50 is 4 times brighter than

average led flash lights with T6 LED bulbs, the only comparable bulbs are the xhp70 and xhp90 which has almost the same lumination.

👍 EXCEPTIONAL COMPLETE SET - Ojlkiou Ultra Bright Professional big Tactical Flashlight +26650 Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Battery 2500 mAh + 3x AAA

Battery Holder + USB Charge Cable + Plug-in Wall Charger + Sturdy Plastic big hard Case for storage - linterna led de alta potencia

👍 ONE-YEAR WARRANTY - We here at Ojlkiou want our clients to be happy, so just in case you feel disappointed with your choice, we guarantee to give

your money back instantly, without any hassle within 30 days. Providing the highest quality to all of you is our main priority and our number one goal so get

your tactical flashlight kit TODAY!
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